We consider a model for managing a single stage that produces multiple items. The production rates are nite and there are switchover times. The interarrival times and quantities of demands for the items are random, and demand may occur for a set of items. We consider order focussed measures: cost based on response times, service levels based on quoted lead times and Type-1 service.
Introduction
Our motivation comes from a typical situation in the plants of industrial suppliers where several products (in medium to high volumes) are manufactured to stock or to order. Demands for these products are random both in quantity and time. It is also possible (and is quite frequently the case) that some orders are for sets of products and this order cannot be shipped until all the required products, in their respective quantities, are available. A common objective is to provide a prescribed level of service { measured by response time for the order or by the fraction of on-time shipments to a quoted lead time { at as low a cost as possible. These issues are currently of great importance to the industrial suppliers as low operational costs and accurate (and aggressive) lead time quotation has become a source of competetive di erentiation as selling prices are more or less xed due to competetive pressures. Industrial supplier plants, for a large part, are ow shops. However, usually there is one stage whose proper management critically impacts the performance of the plant. There are switchover costs, holding costs, and switchover times. The production rates are nite and known. A crucial aspect of our approach is that we insist on a systematic way of managing the critical stage: a cyclic schedule that determines the sequence of production and a modi ed base-stock rule (or an (s,S) policy) that determines the production length. While this insistence reduces the exibility in scheduling, having a systematic production rule makes it possible to set consistent stocking levels for each product and helps in predicting the performance of the plant. This predictability aids in the quotation (and then meeting) of due dates. Note that the class of rules is quite broad: we have several options for selecting a sequence for the cyclic schedule and many choices for the modi ed base stock production rule and (s,S) values.
Having decided on the class of production policies, it only remains to nd the appropriate values of the base stock levels or (s,S) values. One goal of this paper is to provide a procedure that determines optimal base stocks or S (for any xed = S?s) for each item. We concentrate on order focussed measures as they are appropriate when the demands are for sets of products; speci cally, we analyze: (1) expected cost based on response times; (2) service levels based on quoted lead times and (3) Type-1 service. While costs and o the shelf service measured at individual product level have received wide attention in the literature, response times of orders have not been studied in detail. We de ne response time as the time to completely satisfy a demand and so we assume that a customer is not satis ed until the entire order has been delivered in one shipment. It is interesting to note that while costs and service levels based on individual products are producer{focussed measures, order response time is customer{focussed. We recognize that the our production strategy may not be optimal. However, it is simple and can be implemented easily on the shop oor. We believe the optimal switching rule, and hence the optimal policy, under cost measures that are product-focussed (even under Markovian assumptions) is too complicated to be implementable as it depends on the entire vector of current inventories; for non-Markovian systems the optimal switching rule is not known. For response time measures, when orders are in sets, optimal strategy even under Markovian assumptions is not known. Furthermore, since our approach to plant management was so radically di erent from what was in place, the success of the entire implementation (described in a later section and our original motivation to study this problem) hinged on simplicity and how well the existing response time constraints on the orders were satis ed. It is for this reason that we needed a conceptually simple yet computationally accurate technique and could not rely on approximations or simple analytical models. Given a cyclic schedule, a switching rule (both discussed in detail later) and a performance measure, we provide a procedure to compute the optimal base stock levels (with a xed ). A simple search over di erent values of nds the best parameters. Our basic methodology combines the exibility of simulation modeling with the bene ts of derivative estimation via In nitisimal Perturbation Analysis (IPA). Our motivation for this research was to provide a good search method while maintaining as much of the realism as possible so as to aid in implementation. The optimization routine for any xed is a simple gradient search procedure. Constrained optimization problems are solved via a langrangian procedure. Note that we are interested in the gradient with respect to a base stock level which is obtained via simulation. (We discuss below why gradient with respect to is not possible via IPA.) Very simply, we obtain the expected value of the derivative and use it as the derivative of the expected value. Deriving the various estimators is most of our mathematical e ort while validating them (once stability of the system is proved) follows simply from existing methods available in IPA literature. A tra c intensity less than one usually (but not always) implies stability; we show that it is true in our case. Given the computing resources available today, a modest amount of e ort yields good operating values for the base stock levels without having to sacri ce complications typical of a real world implementation. We provide numerical results to support this.
Once the cyclic schedule and the production rule (including ) are xed, the following observations make our approach here possible.
Observation 1 : On any sample path, the inventories and backlogs are continuously differentiable functions of the base stock levels.
Observation 2 : As we change the base stock levels upward (or downward), the sample paths just translate up (or down). In particular, the times when base-stock levels are reached remain unchanged, the production lengths remain unchanged and the actual sequence of products produced and skipped are not a ected. This is because all our production rules are functions of shortfall { the di erence between the target stock level and on-hand inventory (or backlog). Consequently, the costs incurred in setups are xed and do not depend on the base stock levels.
Observation 3 : The derivatives of the state variables, namely inventory levels, take on a nite set of values: f?1; 0; 1g.
Observation 4 : All performance measures are functions of the state variables.
Observation 5 : All derivative estimates are functions of the state variables and the derivative of the state variables.
These properties allow us to write the simulation recursions as simple functions of the base stock levels, obtain expressions for derivatives and justify the exchange of derivatives and expectation. A change in within a simulation makes observations 1 and 2 invalid. For this reason, the sensitivity analysis of (s,S) policies via simulation is complicated. Fu (1994) provides a detailed analysis for the standard discrete time, single product case with i.i.d. demands in a period. (See also other references therein.) The basic intution for the complication in our model is this: An increase in of product l may cause jumps in the sample path at the instant we are about to decide whether we should start producing product l. These jumps occur when a small change in either (1) causes the system to idle now instead of setting up for product l; or (2) causes a product other than l to be produced. Even if event (1) occurs, the next demand may cause a product other than l to be produced. Unlike in the case of Fu (1994) , we cannot estimate the conditional expectation of a jump given that a jump has occured because our jumps occur at points that are not necessarily the regeneration points.
There is an extensive literature on the economic lot-scheduling problem (ELSP) and deterministic cyclic scheduling; see for example Elmagrabhy (1978) , Dobson (1987), and Zipkin (1991) . Gallego (1990) discusses a continuous time production model for multiple items with random demands. His approach involves development of a target cyclic schedule by replacing the stochastic demands with their means, a recovery procedure from any disruption from the target schedule, and safety stocks to deal with randomness. Graves (1980), Gascon (1988) and Leachman et. al. (1991) provide a heuristics analysis of simple stochastic cyclic schedules. While Graves (1980) models the problem as a sequence of one{item Markov decision problems, Gascon (1988) and Leachman et. al. (1991) develop a methodology based on target cyclic schedules which are dynamically updated based on the estimates of run out times for inventories of various items. Bowman and Muckstadt (1993) provide a Markovian analysis of nite cyclic schedules with l tasks to be completed on m machines where precedence constraints exist between consecutive tasks on a machine and between consecutive tasks on a lot of a product. An entirely di erent approach is taken where a set of products are to be scheduled on multiple parallel machines in presence of setups and correlated demands. In a one-period setting, using methods from Grobner basis theory (from Algebraic geometry), an algorithm to compute the optimal solution is presented when the objective is to minimize costs while providing a prescribed level of service. More recently, Federgruen and Katalan (1993) analyze cyclic base{stock policies for a multiproduct system with setups and Markovian demands for product{focussed measures. Their model cannot handle (s,S) policies and only allows for exhaustive or gated service policies. The Markovian analysis of their multiproduct problem with setups is related to the basic polling models (see Takagi (1986) ). Glasserman (1994) analyzes the asymptotics of product{focussed measures for rotation cycles with base stock policies under non{markovian arrival processes.
As Fu (1994) points out, application of IPA to manufacturing and inventory models is new as most of the literature has concentrated on queuing. More recent contributions to single product, periodic review (s,S) policies are Bashyam and Fu (1994) and Fu and Hu (1994) . Single product, continuous time models with machine breakdowns have been studied in detail via IPA; in these models hedging-points (or threshold values) take the place of our base stock levels (see Yan et. al. (1992) for example). For a recent application of IPA methodology for production-inventory systems, an approach that we follow here, see Glasserman and Tayur (1995) . An application of IPA to the design of exible manufacturing systems can be found in Caramanis and Liberopolous (1992) .
Order based performance measures have only recently received some attention. Hausman, Lee, and Zhang (1992) discuss a periodic review multi{item inventory system with order response time reliability. They obtain bounds on the measure and discuss a heuristic approach to solve a constrained optimization problem. They do not have setups in their model. This paper extends the literature on stochastic ELSP and supplements analytical approaches in the following ways.
From a modeling perspective, we allow for demands to come in sets with a general distribution of interarrival times. We consider order response time based performance measures. We do not setup unless we are going to produce the product (a major di erence from the polling model). We can study the e ects of or S ? s.
We use a simulation based procedure to obtain gradients.
A key managerial insight from our numerical experiments demonstrate that optimizing service level measures that are product based (as approximations) do not perform well when in reality we are interested in order based measures. (Other insights are presented in a later section.) Finally, we validate the applicability of this framework { both the ability of implementing a cyclic schedule in practice as well as the use of simulation to compute the parameters for an industrial problem { by a real implementation in a laminate plant.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we present the model, display the simulation and cost recursions. In section 3, we discuss the performance measures and formulations. In Section 4, we derive the derivative recursions and justify the IPA methodology. In section 5, we provide some numerical results. In Section 6, we describe brie y a real world implementation. Section 7 concludes this paper. Appendices A and B contain certain derivations of estimators. Our method of proving stability di ers from that in Glasserman and Tayur (1994) as that framework is not entirely appropriate. We follow instead the framework of Fricker and Jaibi (1992) , and extend the results of Markovian Polling systems to handle non-Markovian arrival process, demands coming in sets and the machine not incurring unnecessary setups. The details are in Appendix C.
Model and Simulation Recursions
We begin with a clear description of the model considered in this paper.
Description of the Operation
We are operating in continuous time. There are P product types (or items). A n{vector of demands occurs with inter arrival times fU k ; k 1g; the distribution is given by G(u) = P(U k u). We assume that G(0) = 0 and that G( ) has a density on (0; 1). Demand for product l, at any of these demand instances, has a distribution F l (x) = Prob(X l x) with possibly P(X l = 0) > 0 and mean l . We will assume that on (0; 1), each F l ( ) has a density. In fact, we assume these properties of the joint distribution F 1;:::;P (x 1 ; : : :; x P ) with F(0; : : :; 0) = 0.
Each item l has a setup time s l , a setup cost of K p , a production rate of l (constant and continuous), a holding cost of h l per unit time. The base stock level for product l is z l . In a product focussed approach, each item also has a backlog cost (b l ); in an order focussed approach, there is a cost of backorder per order, b which is proportional to the response time of the order.
A base cyclic schedule of a P stages is assumed and de ned by the following table q : f1; : : :; ag ! f1; : : :; Pg where product q(j) is slated to be produced at stage j. Since a P in general, product k can be produced a k times in a cycle, at stages k 1 < k 2 < : : : < k a k (a k > 0 for all k and P P k=1 a k = a). A stage is the period of time during which a setup is performed for a product which is then produced continuously; a stage could be of length zero if the item is at its base stock level. The amount we produce depends on our production rule; we will describe a few alternatives later. A cycle is the period of time needed to accomplish a stages. At the beginning of stage j, if the inventory of product q(j) is less than z q(j) , then we setup for this product and subsequently produce it. Stage j of cycle n is referred to by stage (n; j). At the end of stage (n; j), we check to see the inventory of item q(j + 1), for stage (n; j + 1). If the inventory of item q(j + 1) is less than z q(j+1) , we setup for this item; else we check item q(j + 2) (and so skip stage (n; j + 1)). Thus we allow for the possibility that a stage (in this case (n; j + 1)) to last for zero time. At the end of production at stage (n; a), we check the inventory of item q(1) in cycle (n + 1; 1). If the inventory of all items are at their base stock levels, (this happens whenever a consecutive stages have zero times) we idle the machine.
When the machine is idling, we wait for the next demand to occur, and setup for that product that has positive demand and earliest among the slots of the cyclic sequence. Several other alternate rules are possible; for instance, for our real world implemenation we chose the product that was being produced just before the machine idled. As long as the rule continues to satisy Observation 2 in the introduction, our analysis here will go through.
A service policy (or a production rule) is associated with each stage in a cycle. A particular queue may have di erent policies if it occurs more than once in a cycle. For example, it may be exhaustive at one stage, and limited in another. Of course, di erent stages can have di erent service policies. Every cycle, however, has an identical set of service policies. Furthermore, a minimum production run length could also be imposed. Observe that a service policy with a minimum production run of and base stock levels for products is equivalent to an (s,S) policy with = S ? s. For the IPA analysis here we assume, merely for convenience, that the service policy is exhaustive; i.e., production of product q(j) at stage (n; j) stops whenever the inventory of product q(j) reaches its base{stock level z q(j) (we assume that = 0 = S ? s). In deciding on cycle times for our real world implementation, we do consider limited service policies and minimum production runs.
As orders are realized, we allocate inventory as follows. If an incoming order requires several di erent products, and some of them are not in stock at the time of the order, this order has to wait until the time that all the products that it requires is available. We assume that customers are homogenous, and so we adopt a rst come rst serve policy; thus previous backlogs are satis ed rst. Furthermore, for products for which inventory was available at the time of the order, this amount of material is reserved for this order, and future orders cannot take away this material although this may improve service.
We note three facts. First, because we do not setup unnecessarily, the problem becomes analytically intractable. Polling systems, for example, setup regardless of whether a queue is empty or not. Second, systems with holding and penalty costs for each product have been analyzed in a Markovian setting and the structure of optimal switch rules have been determined. In general, to switch or not depends on the entire vector. Third, Gallego (1993) has shown for a related model { deterministic production and demand rates and infrequent breakdowns { if b l = l , the ratio of backlog cost to production rate is a constant for all products, our static base-stock policy remains optimal. Further, he also shows that some small di erences among these ratios do not a ect optimality signi cantly.
Simulation Recursions
We simulate the system as a discrete event dynamic system. The events of interest are Demand (demands are realized), Hit-z (inventory level of the product being produced reaches base-stock level), and End-Setup (a set up is completed).
At any given instant, the machine can be in one of the three states:
1. Idle No product is being produced. Stocks of all products are at their respective base{stock levels. A demand realization will initiate a set{up and the system leaves the idle state.
2. Set{up A set{up is in progress, say of product l. Demands could occur during this state. An
End-Setup event is already scheduled at which time the system is in the production state.
3. Production A product, p, is being produced.
As is standard practice, the state variable and the costs are updated only at those instances when an event occurs. The recursions for updating depends upon the event type and the machine state. Observe that the same event, such as a demand occurence, could occur from more that one machine state; to denote this we write event-type(List of states). The recursions for the inventory position at any time epoch t j is given in Figure 1 . For the rest of the paper, the index p is reserved for the product currently being produced. All other products will be indexed by l or m. Figure 2 gives an inventory pro le for a two product problem. In the gure, t hit denotes the time when a swtichover might happen.
Performance Measures and Formulations
In this paper we concentrate on order{focussed measures with the understanding that customers place orders for multiple products simultaneously and an order is not considered ful lled until all products in an order have been delivered. Later in our computational study (see section 6) we compare performance of our system optimized under order based measures and under product based measures. We use the following binary logical operators : _ to denote logical OR andt o denote logical AND. We also assume that the t k denotes the instances when a demand vector arrives.
Type-1 Service. The Type{1 service measure for the order is the expected fraction of orders that are lled immediately. We write, Response Time. The response time for an order that arrives at time t k will be the response time of that product in this order which is (1) backlogged and (2) to be produced the last. To formalize this, rst construct a set J = fj 1 ; : : :; j P g of products whose rst element is the product currently being produced (j 1 = p; recall that p is the index of the product in production at any given time), followed by products in the sequence in which they are produced as given by the cyclic schedule. Even if a product is slated to be produced more than once in the sequence, we include it only once in the set J . For example, suppose the sequence of production is ABAC. Here P = 3 and a = 4. Recall from section 2.1, the de nition of q(j); so, we have q(1) = A; q(2) = B; q(3) = A; q (4) We de ne A l;p k to be the time required (from the current time t k ) for product l to resume production. It is easy to verify that A l;p k does not depend on z m (for any m), as long as we always start o at time zero with the system inventories at the base stock levels. Thus, the derivative of A l;p k with respect to any z m is zero. With A p;p k = 0, the response time of the order is de ned as follows:
where j m ; j i 2 J . The average response time of an order, r O N , is given by,
The in nite horizon counterpart is r O 1 . Cost Measure. To de ne a order focussed cost measure, we have several alternatives depending on how the penalty and holding costs are de ned. A simple approach, which we adopt here, penalizes a backlog proportional to response time independent of the order size and accounts for holding costs through maximum inventory. Formally, the backlog costs are de ned as follows:
where b is the backorder cost per order per unit time. The nite horizon average cost per order, c O N , then is de ned as:
and the in nite horizon average cost per order as:
A more complicated approach is to charge backorder costs proportional to both the order size and the response time and charge holding costs proportional to average inventory. While this case can also be handled, we will omit the details here. We now develop derivative estimates for the order based measures needed for Problems P2 and P3. The derivative estimate for cost based measure in P1 is straightforward and is outlined in Anupindi and Tayur (1995) . In section 5, we will provide numerical results for these formulations.
Derivative Recursions and Justi cation
In this section, we rst derive the derivative recursions for the state variables, costs, response times and service levels. In the later part, we show that the derivative estimates are consistent. Derivative recursions for state variables and their justi cation is straightforward. Recursions for cost derivatives for traditional holding and penalty cost measures (Problem P1) follow easily from the derivative recursions of state variables and so we do not detail them here.
To write derivatives for response time related measures (to be used in Problems P2 and P3), we need derivative estimates for response time of products and order, as well as the derivative estimate for the on{time shipment of orders. Since response time is not continuous, it cannot be di erentiated directly. We use conditional expectations to circumvent this di culty as follows:
Suppose the random variable R is not continuous. We use conditional expectations to derive a new random variableR which is di erentiable and which satis es E R] = E R ].
Recursions for Derivatives of State Variables
Observe that to get the derivative recursions for the state variables we need the derivative of time epochs with respect to the base stock levels, e.g., @t j @z m . The time epochs at which demands occur are stochastic with a density. These epochs are exogenous to the system. In contrast, the epochs for events like Hit-z and End-Setup are endogenous and it may appear that they depend on z l .
However, as long as we start o the system with inventories at their base stock levels, a change in the base stock level of any product merely shifts the inventory pro les (see Figure 2 ) along the vertical axis and thus the times at which Hit-z or End-Setup occur remain unchanged. Thus the derivative of event times with respect to any base{stock level is always zero. Using this fact, the derivative recursions for the inventory level can be simply written as (also valid at t 0 ): @I l (t j ) @z m = 
Then the response time of the order at k, in the event E e , for a given (j d ; j e ) can be written as:
where the rst term is the response time of j d if it is backordered, and the second term is the response time of j e if j d is not backordered. Then,
It is important to observe that the response time derivative with respect to the base stock level of j e is zero. Furthermore, the response time, as a function of the base stock level of j d is rst linear. Then, at some point, when j d is not backlogged, the response jumps down to the response time of j e . Observe that if j d is the only product backordered, we have
where R l k is the response time for a demand of product l occuring at time t k . This is easily written as a special case of the response time of an order as follows:
The derivative estimates for this case is discussed in Appendix A.
Thus we only need to derive the estimate of the response time of the order for 1 e < d. Now, similar to Proposition A.1, we have, for 1 e < d the following (see Appendix B for a proof). Recall we use t k (< t k ) to denote the time of the event (previous demand or hit-z or end of setup) just previous to this demand occurence at t k . 
The on{time shipment of orders was de ned in (7). To perform constrained based optimization based on response time service level measures, we need derivative estimates of w O N as de ned in (7). First we write the complement of (7) as:
Using the arguments developed for estimating the derivatives of the order response time earlier, we write 
Justi cation
Central to our validation results is Lemma 4.1 below (Glasserman and Tayur, 1995 We now show that our recursions are valid and that the sample path derivatives they generate are unbiased estimators of derivatives of expectations.
Proposition 4.5 If the inter arrival time, U, has a density on (0; 1) and the demand vector, X, has a joint density on (0; 1), then 1. For l = 1; : : :; P and k = 1; 2; : : :, each I l (t k ) and t k is, with probability one, di erentiable at (z 1 ; : : :; z P ) with respect to each z l , l = 1; : : :; P.
2. If in addition, each E X l ] < 1, l = 1; : : :; P and E U] < 1 then E I l (t k )] 0 exists and equals E (I l (t k )) 0 ] for all l and k.
Proof: Part (1) is straightforward. For part (2) we appeal to Lemma 4.1. If E X l k ] < 1 for all l; k, then every I l (t k ) has nite expectation as well. Now, at time t 0 , each of the state variables is a linear, hence Lipschitz, function of z l 's. Moreover, a su ciently small change in some z l will not change the inventory position I l (t k ) by more than , for any l = 1; : : :; P. Consequently, j(I l (t k )) 0 j is bounded by unity and I l (t k ) has a unit modulus as function of any z l . The result now follows from Lemma 4.1. 
If, in addition, the system is stable (Appendix C) 
Numerical Examples
In this section, we report on some computational experiments. For both examples below, we consider the three problems P1{P3 discussed in Section 3. Problem P1 is studied as a base case. Details of the derivative recursions and estimates for P1 can be found in Anupindi and Tayur (1995) . Table 1 : Parameters for Product{Focussed Cost Optimization; Problem P1.
1. We rst study a three product example with a simple rotation cycle to gain insights into the e ects of demand variability, both in quantity and timing, on base{stock levels under di erent performance measures. Table 1 gives the various parameters used for product{ focussed average cost optimization. We considered four values for the squared coe cient of variation (scv) of demand quantity: 1.0 (exponential), 0.5, 0.25, and 0.125. For the order{focussed average costs (Problem P2) we assumed the backorder penalty per order per unit time as 950; this value was computed as the sum over all products of the penalty cost of each product times the respective average demand. For the constrained optimization (Problem P3), the quoted response time was 0.05 and the service level, , was 90%.
2. In the second example, we consider the three product system described above with a non{ rotation cyclic schedule of ABAC.
Simulation Details
We incorporated our derivative estimates in a stochastic version of a gradient search technique of the form (basically the Robbins-Monro algorithm) z n+1 =ẑ n ? a n d rc 1 (ẑ n ); whereẑ n is the vector of base-stock levels (z 1 ; : : :; z P ) at the n-th iteration, the a n 's are step sizes, and d rc 1 (s) is our estimate of the gradient of the average cost at the vector z of base-stock levels.
Finding e ective values for the starting estimateẑ 0 is generally hard; we use + 2 , where and are the average and the standard deviation of demand during a deterministic cycle whose length equals the lower bound of cycle time. It is also di cult to nd e ective values for step sizes a n ; based on previous experience in Glasserman and Tayur (1995) , we selected 0.01*(smallest starting base stock level). The stopping criteria (apart from a limit on iterations) was when the absolute value of the gradient drops below 0.005. To account for initialization bias, we discard the rst 500 regenerations. An extensive empirical investigation into related issues in optimizing a queue through simulation can be found in L' Ecuyer et al. (1992) . For the constrained optimization (Problem P3), we rst form the langragian. For any xed value of the langrange multiplier, we then use simulation based optimization discussed above to nd the optimal base stock levels. A simple search procedure is used to nd the optimal langrange multiplier. (More sophisticated methods for (dynamic) step sizes and nding lagrangians are available, but simple methods su ce for our purposes.)
We observe that Problems P1{P3 are not necessarily convex in z. In Problem P1 the non{ convexity arises because of the measurement of holding and penalty costs continously based on the areas of triangles and rectangles, whereas non{convexity of order response time R O N (even though R l N is convex) makes problems P2 and P3 non{convex (although using some large deviation results it is possible to show that Problem P3 is convex at high service levels). However, we are con dent that our gradient based procedures to solve Problems P1{P3 yield reliable answers for the following reason. After obtaining the optimal base stock levels using the gradient search from an initial point, we reoptimize by using two other initial values obtained by perturbing this optimal base stock level by 20%. In all our experiments, this reoptimization converged to the original optimal base stock levels.
Simulation Results
In this subsection we discuss the simulation results for examples 1 and 2 described earlier. Values of all performance parameters are averages computed over 30 iterations at optimality; we also report the standard deviation estimates of the performance measures wherever appropriate in parentheses.
Example 1
For this example, we compute optimal base stock levels using Problems P1-P3 for a three product problem using a rotation cycle. In problem P1 we use the traditional holding, penalty cost optimization; for this case we also report the Type{1 service for products and order, average response times for products and order, and the service level based on a quoted order response time of 0.05. In problem P2, we compute the optimal base stock levels when the expected costs include holding costs and average response times; for this case, we also report the Type{1 service for products and order and the service level based on a quoted order response time of 0.05. Finally, in problem P3, we perform constrained optimization to minimze holding costs subject to attaining a 90% probability of on{time shipment of orders based on quoted order response time of 0.05.
Tables 2 summarizes the numerical results for this example for Problems P1{P3. We make the following observations:
{ Type{1 service levels (v p ) and response times (r p ) of products are not good indicators of Type{1 service level and response times for orders (v O and r O ). Therefore, using models that do not take into account the order aspect explicitly may not provide accurate values for base stock levels. { Type{1 service levels for both products and order appear to be invariant with the demand distributions. Invariance of product Type{1 service levels for holding and penalty costs performance measure is known in the literature. { In constrast, the response times for products and order depend on demand distributions and change with demand variance. No particular pattern was found.
Problems P2 and P3 { The response times for products and orders increase with demand variance. { For Problem P2, the service level based on order response time deteriorates with increasing demand variance. For Problem P3, the langrange multiplier for the service level constraint increases with demand variance implying that providing an incrementally higher service costs more when demand has a higher variance. { Type{1 service levels for products and order appear decrease with demand variance for Problem P2 and remain una ected by demand variance for Problem P3.
Example 2
In this example, we look at the e ect of cyclic schedule on the various performance measures. Table 3 gives the results for the three problems for the cyclic schedule ABAC. In comparing the results of this example with those of the previous one (see Tables 2 and 3 { The Type{1 service levels for products and orders appear to be una ected. { As expected, the response time of product A is better in the cyclic schedule ABAC.
Problem P2: Properties of Type-1 service and response times as discussed for rotation sequence continue to hold in non-rotation cycles.
Problem P3: Properties of Type-1 service and response times as discussed for rotation sequence continue to hold in non-rotation cycles.
Finally, the e ect of cyclic schedule on the performance measures appears to be minimal (deviations are within plus/minus two standard deviations) due the choice of the parameters.
Implementation
We have used this simulation based approach to set inventory levels at a laminate manufacturing plant in Ohio.
Background and Plant Description. The company manufactures copper clad laminates that are used to make printed circuit boards (PCB). The laminates are sold to PCB manufacturers who use a process that removes the copper according to a pattern that forms the desired circuits. The circuit boards are then used in a variety of products, from automobiles to television sets. Total sales for the laminate plant were about $ 75 million in 1993.
This plant manufactures two main lines of laminates. The rigid product line consists of laminates made from paper, while the multilayer product line consists of laminates made from berglass. Sales for the rigid line (60 % of total) have been steady for a number of years. The rigid product line consists of a dozen products. Products are distinguished by the type of epoxy resin used, the thickness of the laminate (which is determined by thickness and the number of layers of paper or ber glass), the type of copper cladding used and the size of the sheet. We will describe here only the beginning of the rigid line implementation. A detailed description of the implementation for the rigid line appears in Tayur (1994) .
There are three production stages in series: a treating stage, a pressing stage and a fabrication stage. We noticed the following.
1. Much of the product di erentiation occurs at the pressing and fabrication stages. The treating stage has only about eight main products to produce.
2. Demands for the end-products vary considerably from week to week, but it is not seasonal. However, the requirements for the treated materials appear to follow a stationary process. This is because several di erent end products require the same treated materials, perhaps in di erent quantities. Thus, demand for each of the treated materials in one week looks like any other, but for variance.
3. Several customers expect a 5 day response time on their order; some allow up to two or three weeks. The ow time through the pressing stage and the fabrication stage is about 4 days.
Based on the above facts, we decided to manage the plant in the following manner: (a) we set cyclic schedules and bu ers for the treating stage and (b) the press and fabrication are scheduled daily based on actual demands. Thus, the scheduler assumes that any treated material he would desire for pressing (`an order') would be available within one day with a high probability. In other words, this means that there must be enough bu er (in terms of mix and quantity of treated materials) between the treater and the press to satisfy the order with at most a one day delay to the press (T O = 1 day) with a high probability (w O 1 = 0:9). Since this approach to plant management was so radically di erent from what was in place, the success of the entire implementation hinged on how well this response time constraint on the orders was satis ed. (Moreover, the scheduler was an in uential member of the workforce.) It is for this reason that we needed a very accurate technique (even if it was computationally intensive) and could not rely on approximations or simple analytical models.
Analysis. There are two parallel treaters; the rst (treater 1033) produces 5 products and the second (treater 1032) produces 3 other products. Once the decision of allocating products to machines was done, we analyzed each of the treaters separately as single stage problems. The allocation of products to treaters was made mainly on engineering considerations such as resin requirements. The daily demand data (suitably scaled) is provided in Table 4 . Additional data, such as simultaneous demands for more than one product type (`order' information) and planned downtime were used in the simulation.
On treater 1032, we analyzed 5 di erent cyclic schedules, each with 14 di erent target cycle times ranging from one day to 14 days. The target cycle times (an average over the cycles obtained via simulation) depend on the maximum amount allowed to be produced after one setup; thus, these are all limited production policies. On treater 1033, we analyzed 4 di erent cyclic schedules, again with 14 di erent target cycle times each. These candidate cyclic schedules were obtained as a result of several discussions with schedulers, shop oor workers, and expediters.
A simulation model was constructed, and base stock levels were computed for all the cases above. The models were run with 6 day week and 7 day week options. There was an organizational Table 4 : Daily demand data for products on treaters 1033 and 1032. The production rate for the treaters is 13 per shift. Setup times are about one hour but for one major cleanup that takes 4 hours. Setup costs vary from 100 to 300 dollars.
constraint: both treaters were to work 6 days, or both had to operate 7 days; one for 6 days and one for 7 was not allowed by the union. Further, to assist in man-power scheduling, we decided to have both treaters have the same target cycle time. Finally, to accomodate special requests, non-stationaries or shocks to the system, we agreed that the cyclic schedule could be pre-empted (temporarily) by the scheduler; it was also determined that at most 10% of capacity would be used in such cases. This was also very important to get the scheduling group to buy into our implementation. On the basis of costs and other discussions, we selected the following cycles for treaters 1032 and 1033, each working all seven days a week and two shifts a day. The bu er stocks and maximum production runs, in terms of rolls, are given in Table 5 .
Actual Operation of The System and Outcome. The system is operated using kanban cards, each product type having its own color. The base stock levels were rounded up to the nearest integer. The operating rules were explained to the workers: exhaust current item before switching to the next item in the sequence (unless the maximum limit has been reached). The minimum production run is one roll. Several concurrent improvements to the system as well as negotiations with customers and suppliers have resulted in smoother operation of the plant. The kanban system has been in operation for about 6 months now and is working smoothly. The overall lead times being quoted to customers for the rigid products has dropped from an average of 10 weeks to at most three; the overall service level, measured as percent of on-time shipments, has increased from 47% to 92%. Neither the mean production rate nor the mix have changed signi cantly over this period. (Tayur (1994) describes the rigid line implementation in detail.) A second implementation at the same plant, for their multi-layer line is currently in progress; we will report on it in a forthcoming paper.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a realistic model { demands arrive for sets of products, the arrival process is non-Markovian, the cyclic schedule may be non-rotational and does not incur unnecessary setups { and studied performance measures { including order response times and performance based on quoted order lead times { that are currently critical to industry. Even with Markovian assumptions these performance measures are not amenable to exact analytical results. We have a described a method { a simulation based optimization technique { to compute good parameter values for managing a stochastic multiproduct system under an implementable class of policies.
We believe this is the rst research and real-world implementation of IPA in a multi-product order based environment. We expect that future research will develop analytical approximations whose quality may be tested using our approach. Furthermore, we demonstrated the caveats of using a traditional cost based optimzation model when response times are important. Our model (and the solution method proposed) can be implemented easily on the shop oor as demonstrated by a real implementation in a laminate facility.
In our model we have assumed that customers are homogenous which allows us to quote identical leadtimes. Heterogeniety of customer population implies that quoted lead times di er across customer segments, and backorder costs incurred vary across these segments. In such cases, we have to allocate the current stock to the customer segments. If the allocation is simply rst{come{ rst{served (FCFS), then the model presented here is applicable. Analysis of models with alternate (non{FCFS) allocations is an area of future research.
A Response time analysis of a given product
Observe that R1 l k is a function of demand x k through I l (t k ). Unfortunately, this response time is not a continuous function and hence cannot be di erentiated directly. To circumvent this di culty, we will use conditional expectations to replace the indicator function. We use t k (< t k ) to denote the time of the event (previous demand or hit-z or end of setup) just previous to this demand occurence at t k . We then have the following result.
Proof: Let f l be the density of demand X l (t k ) on (0; 1) and let
We index x with k to denote that the demand is associated with time instant t k . Now, recall that I l (t k ) = 
Thus, we may write,R Using the derivative recursions and the above result, we write
The rst term of R l k is di erentiable with respect to z m , 8m due to di erentiability of R1 l k with respect to z m , 8m; similarly, the second term is also di erentiable w.r.t. z m except possibly on the zero{probability event that some I l ( t k ) = 0, k = 1; : : :; N. O this event, we have
where (20b) follows by substituting for (R1 l k ) 0 from (19) and observing that for x k = I l ( t k ), I l (t k ) = 0 and hence R1 l k evaluated at x k = I l ( t k ) is equal to A l;p k . 
The result follows.
C Stability and Recurrence
This is relevant only when dealing with the in nite horizon. For the IPA methodology to be valid in this case, we need to show that our system is stable and that we have positive recurrence. We will concentrate on the case of exhaustive service; the other cases within the base stock policies as well as (s,S) policy follow similarly. We say the system is stable when the shortfalls at the checking instants { the event when the server is leaving a particular queue { admit proper stationary distributions and when the stationary cycle time has nite expectation. In our case, stability ensures the existence of integrable regeneration points of the system, like for example, when all the products have no shortfalls and the machine is idling, and so we have positive recurrence automatically. For ease of exposition, we provide the proof in stages.
(1) Markovian inter-arrivals (interarrival times exponentially distributed) with X i (demand size) distributed exponentially; all products have independent arrival processes. (2) Demands for several products occuring simultaneously.
Inter-arrival times and X i arbitrary with gamma distribution.
Much of the terminology will be similar to that in polling systems. However, there are some key di erences between the model here and a standard polling systems, and we will highlight them as they become necessary. Our basic methodology in proving stability in the Markovian case follows Fricker and Ja bi (1992) ; in fact, we only modify certain arguments to suit our model while retaining the general approach and so we only detail the di erences here. Rather than work with shortfalls in the Markovian case it is simpler to work with number of outstanding demands. Stability of shortfalls is equivalent to having a stable number of outstanding demands. Even in the non-markovian case, dealing with number of outstanding customers (and not on the sum of the quantities) is su cient as we are considering the exhaustive service case.
Recall that each checking initializes a stage. A cycle is when a consecutive stages have been checked. If a consecutive stages last for zero time, then we are in an idle position. This does not happen in a polling system. The setups times are random variables, s n;i with mean S i . Note that the average time spent in setups in a cycle is less than or equal to P a i=1 S i . Let k be the average arrival rate to queue k (with a poisson distribution), 1 k c, and let k be the mean service time (a random variable with general distribution) for queue k. De ne k k as k , and from M/G/1 queues we know that we need k < 1.
For the sake of exposition, and to introduce the various variables, rst consider a single product system. Let D demands be fully satis ed at this time, T. Assume that this is independent of the number of demands that occur after T (denoted by N(T; T + )) and of the actual demand quantity (indexed as D+i for i 1) that has not been completed until time T. Consider now the start of a new stage, with Q > 0 demands waiting to be served. Let We describe the system by the number of demands at the checking instants. At time t, let them be represented by the (random) vector M(t) = (Q 1 (t); : : :; Q P (t))
where Q k (t) is the number of demands at queue k. Let D k (t) be the number of demands of item k already satis ed. Let T n;i denote the checking time at stage i in cycle n (which will be for product q(i)). Clearly, 0 = T 1;1 T 1;2 : : : T 1;a T 2;1 : : :. For notational convenienece, denote M(T n;i ) as M n;i ; similarly, we de ne Q n;i ; D n;i ; F n;i ; V n;i and n;i as obvious extensions of the one-product setting described above. For the product k = q(i), we have:
Q q(i) (T n;i+1 ) = n;i
more generally:
T n;i+1 = T n;i + V n;i + s n;i 1f(Q n;i > 0)g
Q j (T n;i+1 ) ? Q j (T n;i ) = N(T n;i ; T n;i+1 ] ? F n;i 1f(j = t(i))g
D j (T n;i+1 ) = D j (T n;i ) + F n;i 1f(j = t(i))g:
These imply, with I n denoting idle time (possibly zero) at the end of the nth cycle T n+1;1 ? T n;1 a X i=1 (V n;i + s n;i ) + I n Q k (T n+1;1 ) ? Q k (T n;1 ) = N(T n;1 ; T n+1;1 ] ? a k X l=1 F n;k l :
We can easily verify that the sequence (M n;i ) n;i is a Markov chain. and that for all xed i, (M n;i ) n;i is a homogeneous, irreducible and aperiodic Markov chain. Central to the proof of stability is to show that that Q n;i are d -monotone (Stoyan (1983) , pp. 27 and 63) in n and so implying E(Q k (T n+1;1 ) ? Q k (T n;1 )) 0. To show that Q n;i are d -monotone we need to show that the transition operator of the Markov chain (M n;i ) n;i is d -monotone for all i. See Fricker and Ja bi (1992) has independent components and that for any xed k, all of the components are d -monotone in (u; m 6 =k ; s). This is certainly true in the Markovian case. A second su ciency condition for d -monotone is to show that N 1 (T + u; T + u + s] = : : :N c (T + u; T + u + s] and that for any xed k, all of the components are d -monotone in (u; m 6 =k ; s). Note that in this case when there is only one arrival process and all the products are demanded at each arrival. Note that if at some arrival epoch k, some items are not demanded because P(X l k = 0)> 0, then we still have d -monotonicity of because we now deal with a counting process that is a thinning of the original poisson process.
We are now in a position to prove the su ciency condition for stability in the Markovian case of joint or individual arrivals of demands. De ne G n;k = a k X l=1 E(F n;k l ) as the expected number of product k demands served in nth cycle. Recognizing that E(V n;i ) = E(F n;i ) i , we have, writing E(I n ) I < 1 (because interarrival times have nite expectation) and P a i=1 E(s n;t(i) ) = P a i=1 S t(i) = S: E(T n+1;1 ? T n;1 ) P X i=1 j G n;j + S + I E(Q k (T n+1;1 ) ? Q k (T n;1 )) = k E(T n+1;1 ? T n;1 ) ? G n;k k ( P X i=1 j G n;j + S + I) ? G n;k :
Recall that Q n;i are d -monotone in n. Thus, E(Q k (T n+1;1 ) ? Q k (T n;1 )) 0, implying that G n;k k ( P X i=1 j G n;j + S + I) which implies, by multiplying the left hand side by k and adding up, The right-hand side is positive and nite; so, lim n!1 P P k=1 k G n;k = 1 would imply that (1 ? P P i=1 i ) 0. Thus, P P i=1 i < 1 is su cient for stability.
Finally, we consider the case when (a) the interarrival time has a Gamma distribution and/or (b) the demand quantity has a gamma density. Now, a random variable (say X) with a gamma distribution with same mean as a random variable (say Y ) with an exponential distribution satis es X c Y (see Stoyan (1983) for the de nition of c and proof of above). This implies that E X (g( )) E Y (g( )) for all increasing convex functions h( ).
Using basic queueing arguments, we can write P k Q k (t) as a function (recursively) of interarrival times and service times; it can be veri ed that this function is increasing and convex in these arguments. This implies that the total number in queue, on average, in a system with gamma arrival times and/or gamma demand sizes is bounded by the the average in the queue with poisson arrivals and exponential demand sizes with the same means (by appealing to c ordering of gamma distribution with exponential). Thus, P P i=1 i < 1 remains a su cient condition.
